
APi products are proven to increase efficiency and reduce the amount of chlorine/tabs or
other sanitizers needed for retailers, service or commercial professionals as well as
residential pool owners. Now more than ever dealers and consumers need ways to be more
efficient and cost effective while ensuring proper pool care. 

Stable active oxygen greatly reduces
burden placed on primary sanitizer
Compatible with any traditional
chlorine product
Effective Oxidation regardless of
Cyanuric Acid levels
Use as a weekly shock replacement
to further reduce dependence on
chlorine/tabs or other sanitizersEZymePRO® is a concentrated

natural enzyme that helps to
digest oils and organic

contaminants allowing better
sanitizer performance.

Compatible with existing
chemical products in 

any pool or spa.

E-Z POOL is a proactive
multi-function product, blended with
multiple active ingredients that get
the most out of any pool! Reduces
sanitizer and chemical needs while

increasing water quality.

Revive! products are versatile
troubleshooters and a great

part of any weekly
maintenance program. 

Revive streamlines pool care
by reducing dependence 

on sanitizer and 
ancillary chemicals.

Keys to Unlocking Lower Sanitizer ConsumptionKeys to Unlocking Lower Sanitizer Consumption

Increase sanitizer
effectiveness
Break down body oils,
sunscreens & other organics
Inhibit organic buildup on filter
media

For greatest reduction in sanitizer consumption utilize 
E-Z POOL, REVIVE! and EZymePRO in a weekly program.

Reduce chlorine consumption
Use as a flocculant or clarifier
Strong phosphate remover
Also removes metals and
carbonates

32 oz        EZYMP32

1 gal        EZYMP1

5 gal        EZYMP5

30 gal      EZYMP30

16 oz      REVW16

32 oz      REVW32

32 oz (spray) REV32

1 gal       REV1

5 gal       REVP5

30 gal     REVP30

5 lb        EZP5

10 lb      EZP10

20 lb      EZP20

40 lb      EZPP40

Proudly Sourced, Blended, Packaged, and Shipped in the United States!Proudly Sourced, Blended, Packaged, and Shipped in the United States!
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 concentrated, blended, multi-tasking, and easy to understand & use.

APi products with the exception of 
Revive!®, RevivePRO®  and EZymePRO® 
are not for sale in California or Alaska.

http://www.apiwater.com/

